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Preface

This documented briefing was developed as an input to the evolving Service and Joint debate over the nature of future theater air defense (TAD) operations. In the area of battle management and command and control, this debate is being coordinated by the TAD C2 CONOPS Panel, under the authority of the Executive Agent for TAD BMC4I. This briefing responds to a specific request for inputs by the Executive Agent.

TAD Project research is being conducted under the Force Modernization and Employment Program within RAND’s Project AIR FORCE and is sponsored by Brigadier General James Sandstrom, Deputy Director of Requirements, Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans and Operations (HQ USAF/DXOR-EA). The primary Air Force point of contact for the study is Col. Frank Bjoring, of the Executive Agency for Theater Air Defense BMC4I (HQ USAF/XORB). This briefing should be of interest to anyone concerned with theater air defense and command and control issues.
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Summary

Introduction

The 2010 theater air defense (TAD) vision in this document was developed as a natural extension of the 2003 vision that is the current (FY-96) focus of the TAD C2 CONOPS panel of the Executive Agency for Theater Air Defense BMC4I (HQ USAF/XORB). The TAD systems that will be available in 2003 are now fairly well established, but the situation for 2010 is clearly less well determined. Consequently, we were able to extend the 2003 vision as seems appropriate without many of the constraints faced in 2003. Because of the panel’s focus on 2003, this 2010 vision is less well developed and detailed than is the much nearer-term 2003 vision. We hope, however, that we have developed an analysis framework and themes that will be of enduring value as this long-range vision is refined in FY-97 and beyond.

There is another well publicized vision for 2010 - the Chairman’s Joint Vision 2010. We have attempted in this TAD vision to reflect the major themes of the Chairman’s vision. Our challenge, as in many other mission areas, is to provide a description of how TAD operations will contribute to meeting the objectives of the Chairman’s 2010 vision - applying the themes of dominant maneuver, precision engagement, full-dimension protection and dominant battlefield awareness to successful accomplishment of theater air defense.

There are at least two ways to develop a future vision: technology push and demand pull. We have adopted a demand pull approach. It is firmly rooted in operational issues. TAD operations in 2010 will have strong threads of continuity with TAD operations of today and 2003. These threads help us focus on and highlight those future changes that are more “visionary” by making them stand out clearly from the enduring baseline.

Enduring Elements of TAD

At the highest level, some principles of warfare are likely to endure. TAD operations in 2010 will surely be joint. U.S. forces (and, most likely, coalition forces) will operate under the command of a Joint Force Commander (JFC). Component commanders will be delegated responsibility and authority to conduct TAD operations. For our purposes, it is not important exactly how those responsibilities are delegated and packaged (e.g., the specific roles of the JFLCC, JFACC, AADC, ACA or a possible new entity called a Joint Force Air and Missile Defense Commander (JFAMDC)). These doctrinal debates will be resolved in other forums.

Basic TAD tasks will not change dramatically by 2010. Theater military operations to counter effective enemy use of theater air and missile threats will likely continue to consist of both offensive and defensive operations, with four distinct but mutually supporting main tasks of: 1) attacking fixed
targets; 2) attacking short-dwell mobile targets; 3) active defense against air breathing and ballistic missiles; and 4) passive defense.

Our high-level TAD 2010 vision focuses on the first three of these tasks; passive defenses are not considered explicitly. This is not because we believe that passive defenses are relatively unimportant or are well in hand. To the contrary, passive defenses are likely to be some of the most important responses to TAD threats and much needs to be done to enhance detection, warning, dispersal and hardening capabilities. But, given the unique character of passive defenses vis-à-vis the other TAD tasks, they deserve a separate treatment beyond the scope of this effort.

In the future, certain key functions must be performed to accomplish all necessary TAD tasks. The figure below illustrates an operational concept “thread” through the key functions for an active defense task. The functional processes and terminology are drawn from the Executive Agent’s “As-Is Architecture,” with corresponding numbering. This operational concept description emphasizes the monitoring, assessing, and execution functions. It shows an end-to-end activity stream than ends in neutralizing the threat and evaluating the outcome.

**Figure S-1: Now and in the Future, Key Functions Must Be Performed**

So far, we have identified what will likely be the same in TAD operations today and in 2010. However, there are two aspects of what we’ve discussed to this point that will likely change. The first is the relative importance of the four main TAD tasks. Relative and absolute investment levels in offensive and defensive operations may change. For example, in the NATO/Warsaw Pact standoff in Central Europe the emphasis was on passive defenses (concealment, MOPP gear, rapid runway repair, etc.). Now, with a shift in focus to MRCs, the emphasis has shifted to active defenses in order to better
protect regional allies and U.S. forces and facilities (e.g., garrisons, ports and airfields). ¹

Changes in both threat technologies and systems, as well as changes in TAD technologies and systems, can also change the way we perform the seven functions in the figure above. Functions might be aggregated or performed in parallel, with shifts in where and by whom they’re performed. For example, “observe battlespace” could be at a centralized command facility or it could be on proliferated sensor platforms such as UAVs.

So, the bottom line is that the basic TAD operational framework (objectives, tasks and functions) will likely stay the same, but the details will change. We’ll next turn to a discussion of trends that will lead to changes in these details.

Changes and Trends

Our trend assessment focused on four main trend areas: 1) Strategic; 2) U.S. Operations; 3) Threat; and, 4) Technology.

These general trends can be directly related to TAD-specific challenges and opportunities as shown in the figure below. These challenges and opportunities constitute a new future operating environment for theater air and missile defenses, one that will require new approaches and solutions.

• **Strategic**
  – Increased involvement in OOTW
  – Increased proliferation of WMD
  – Continued emphasis on coalition warfare
  – Diminished forward presence
  – Overall lower force structure and manning

• **US Operations**
  – Increased naval littoral operations
  – Increased use of stealth by friendly forces
  – Advent of new US/Allied shooter systems
  – Advent of persistent, UAV-based sensor systems

• **Threat**
  – Widespread ballistic missile threats
  – Emergence of cruise missile and UAV threats
  – Increased use of stealth by enemy forces
  – Increasingly capable threats (active missiles, accurate, countermeasures)

• **Technology**
  – Advances in off-the-shelf processing and displays
  – Multiple means for secure, high-bandwidth comms

• **Heightened interest in early destruction of threats**
• **Lower tolerance for leakage**
• **Increased concern over fratricide and collateral damage**
• **Increased difficulty in developing a theater-wide air picture**
• **Increased reluctance to delegate engagement authority**
• **Increasing demands for efficient asset allocation**
• **Decreased importance of physical location of C2 operations**

Figure S-2: Trends Lead to a New Future Environment for TAD Operations

¹ Changes in emphasis may also occur within defensive operations. For instance, we see an emerging debate between ballistic and cruise missile defense due to both threat developments and technological opportunities.
Key Future BMC4I Demands

We have adopted a matrix methodology to derive and display future TAD BMC4I demands summarized in the figure below. Functions are performed to accomplish the tasks, and the interconnecting arrows show information flow. Our emphasis is on real-time operations and C2 versus deliberate planning.

**Emphasis is on *real-time* ops versus deliberate planning**

![Figure S-3: Methodology for Characterizing TAD BMC4I Demands](image)

Given this real-time focus, our analyses centered on four tasks: 1) Offensive Operations (Pre-Launch Attacks); 2) Offensive Operations (Post-launch Attacks); 3) Defensive Operations (Intercept of Ballistic Threats); and 4) Defensive Operations (Intercept of Airbreathing Threats).

Our analysis of TAD BMC4I to support *offensive operations* centers on fusion and allocation. Fusion will be increasingly critical in TAD offensive operations to exploit all information sources to find hidden and/or mobile targets. It is obvious that the more information that can be used in any TAD operation, the better. But, beyond this truism, there are less obvious cases in which fusion is not only valuable, but also essential.

Allocation concerns reflect the emergence and proliferation of specialized sensor platform such as UAVs which, as with JSTARS in the Gulf War, may serve multiple masters and needs (e.g., intelligence, reconnaissance, surveillance, targeting, BDA). TAD offensive operations themselves will
involve critical sensor allocation decisions (e.g., area coverage, response to cueing, search and ID, etc.). How will these allocation decisions, many likely to require real-time action, be managed?

With respect to *active air and missile defense operations*, it is clear that both the need and opportunity exist for much better situational awareness at all command levels. A key element is the real-time air picture which should be able to show the ID, status and track for all aerospace objects, friend, foe and neutral. This air picture, if feasible, will also go a long ways toward solving the pressing combat ID (IFFN) problems that limit defense effectiveness. With the proliferation of threats and defense assets (some of which such as interceptor aircraft and SAMs are multimission-capable), allocation issues, including real-time direction, must be addressed.

Finally, we believe there will be a heightened need for more flexible TAD operational C2 solutions in the future. Air operations in Bosnia are just one example of OOTW that may increasingly stress C2 capabilities. As the technology allows ever greater centralized control operations will be rapidly adapted to unique circumstances. How can this type of operational flexibility best be incorporated in TAD operations circa 2010?

**A Vision of Future TAD BMC4I**

Our 2010 vision has been derived by organizing and prioritizing considerations such as these (which are discussed in more detail in the following documented briefing charts). The vision is just that: it is our view of the future. Others, who may approach the problem from a different perspective may see things differently. Our hope, however, is that the thought process and methodology behind our vision is helpful in advancing reasonable TAD solutions to accepted strategic and tactical goals. This (hopefully) clear linkage between goals and objectives and TAD CONOPS and BMC4I systems may be the principal value of this work. This vision is, at best, a beginning, but it does provide a framework for addressing contemporary issues such as the proper role for CEC-like systems, cruise missile threat implications and balanced TAD architectures to address emerging WMD problems.

In our 2010 TAD vision there will be a **centralized joint fusion center** to enable much more effective offensive operations against short dwell threats such as missile TELs. We envision a highly centralized, manpower intensive facility (location may be unimportant).

Our 2010 vision also includes a single, **real-time fused air picture** that all force elements can access and update. The idea is simple and appealing - the detailed implementation, of course, may not be so simple. The potential value is obvious, but what causes us to believe it is a reasonable vision for as early as 2010? The answer is that a full suite of enabling technologies is maturing. These technologies and systems include: GPS; global broadcast
system; JTIDS; CEC; computers, track algorithms and displays; and, LPI satellite communications.

The 2010 vision includes truly integrated joint air and missile defense operations. Defense assets would be allocated optimally from the theater commander’s perspective and real-time engagement control would minimize leakage against uncertain threat objectives and tactics. Appropriate command levels would automatically be tasked and enabled depending on the threat and (possibly changing) defense missions and priorities (e.g., preferential defenses).

A critical element of the 2010 vision addresses the local IFFN problem and the global air picture problem. We note that low probability of intercept (LPI) communications links through satellites, when coupled with GPS position data, ought to enable the U.S. to keep accurate track of all U.S. aircraft, even stealthy ones.

The elements of this vision should not be constrained by communications links. In 2010 (and 2003) multiple means of secure, high-bandwidth comms (military and commercial) will be available in most conceivable theaters, enabling a tailorable “on-demand” comm system for most conceivable needs given reasonable prior planning.

We have focused our vision on the few critical issues facing future TAD BMC4I. We have attempted to support this particular focus with a strategies-to-tasks and process assessments consistent with general technology trends (as opposed to specific systems concepts). However, we recognize that our vision is very evolutionary - even “conventional” - in its assumptions, scope, and analytic approach. We believe this is appropriate but we also recognize that there are threat forces (e.g., WMD) that could force much more revolutionary changes in the way the U.S. conducts military operations - to include TAD.
This briefing was developed as an input to the evolving Service and Joint debate over the nature of future theater air defense (TAD) operations. In the area of battle management and command and control, this debate is being coordinated by the TAD C2 CONOPS Panel, under the authority of the Executive Agent for TAD BMC4I. This briefing responds to a specific request for inputs by the Executive Agent.
This 2010 vision was developed as a natural extension of the 2003 vision that is the focus of the TAD C2 CONOPS panel.

The TAD systems that will be available in 2003 are now fairly well determined, but the situation for 2010 is clearly less well determined. Consequently, we were able to extend the 2003 vision as seems appropriate without many of the constraints faced in 2003. Because of the panel’s focus on 2003, this 2010 vision is less well developed and detailed than is the much nearer-term 2003 vision. We hope, however, that we have developed an analysis framework and themes that will be of enduring value as this long-range vision is refined in FY-97 and beyond.
The Context: Joint Vision 2010

- Joint Vision 2010 provides the guiding principles for U.S. operations in 2010
  - Dominant Maneuver
  - Precision Engagement
  - Full-Dimension Protection
  - Dominant Battlefield Awareness

- For each mission area, TAD included, we must provide the details of how this vision is to be fulfilled

- This briefing largely parallels the structure of JV2010, with focus on TAD and TAD BMC4I

There is another well publicized vision for 2010 - the Chairman’s Joint Vision 2010. We have attempted in this TAD vision to reflect the major themes of the Chairman’s vision.

Our challenge, as in many other mission areas, is to provide a description of how TAD operations will contribute to meeting the objectives of the Chairman’s 2010 vision - applying the themes of dominant maneuver, precision engagement, full-dimension protection and dominant battlefield awareness to successful accomplishment of theater air defense.
There are at least two ways to develop a future vision: technology push and demand pull. Technology push focuses on emerging technologies and explores ways of exploiting those technologies in military operations. For example, technologists might hold out the promise of significantly higher computing power or world-wide secure cellular communications nets, etc. The visionary then says: what can we do with this stuff?

The other approach, demand pull, is the one we have adopted for this briefing. It is firmly rooted in operational issues. For example, TAD operations today may be handicapped by relatively poor situational awareness. The visionary asks: are their technologies and systems coming along that can help me solve this problem? The virtue of this approach is that it maintains a strong focus on the job to be done (as opposed to potential tools for doing some job, as in the technology push approach). The problem, although not serious in our view, is that the demand pull vision is evolutionary since it starts with the current state of affairs and asks how can we do it better (more effective, less costly, lower risk).
Consistent with our demand pull approach, we will begin by discussing the threads of continuity between today’s TAD operations and the likely operational requirements and approaches in 2010. We will find much that will stay the same, giving us a firm foundation on which to build enhanced capabilities. We will next develop, categorize and assess strategic, operational, threat and technology trends that may change TAD operations in 2010. Finally, we will summarize the effects of these trends, leading to our brief characterization or vision of TAD CONOPS in 2010.
We believe, as demonstrated on the next several charts, that TAD operations in 2010 will have strong threads of continuity with TAD operations of today and 2003. These threads will help us focus on and highlight those future changes that are more “visionary” by making them stand out clearly from the enduring baseline.

**Threads of Continuity**

- Visions – almost by definition – tend to focus on change.
  - Everyone knows that the future is not the same as the past
  - The differences are often the interesting parts

- However, the parts of the world that do *not* change are often just as important.

- Important threads of continuity will link TAD and TAD BMC4I operations today with those of the future.
At the highest level, some principles of warfare are likely to endure. TAD operations in 2010 will surely be joint. U.S. forces (and, most likely, coalition forces) will operate under the command of a Joint Force Commander (JFC). Component commanders will be delegated responsibility and authority to conduct TAD operations. For our purposes, it is not important exactly how those responsibilities are delegated and packaged (e.g., the specific roles of the JFLCC, JFACC, AADC, ACA or a possible new entity called a Joint Force Air and Missile Defense Commander (JFAMDC)). These doctrinal debates will be resolved in other forums.

For reasons we will explore later in the briefing, however, we envision that military operations will tend to be conducted with higher and higher levels of centralized control and decentralized execution. This clearly applies to MRCs, but it may be even more characteristic of lessor regional contingencies and operations other than war (OOTW). Specifically, attacks will not be carried out autonomously. They will require human control and designated engagement authority from commanders. These requirements will stress C2 capabilities and may be an important forcing function for C2 investments.
TAD objectives and tasks have been extensively discussed in earlier phases of project research and are summarized above. In constructing this framework, the purpose was to use generic, non-Service specific terms so as to avoid, to the extent possible, a contentious and diversionary “roles and missions” debate. (Terminology has been modified from our earlier work to conform more closely to emerging joint doctrine in this area).

Basic TAD tasks will not change dramatically by 2010. Theater military operations to counter effective enemy use of theater air and missile threats will likely continue to consist of both offensive and defensive operations, with four distinct but mutually supporting main tasks of: 1) attacking fixed targets; 2) attacking short-dwell mobile targets; 3) active defense against air breathing and ballistic missiles; and 4) passive defense.

The high-level TAD 2010 vision in this briefing will focus on the first three of these tasks; passive defenses will not be considered explicitly in what follows. This is not because we believe that passive defenses are relatively unimportant or are well in hand. To the contrary, passive defenses are likely to be some of the most important responses to TAD threats and much needs to be done to enhance detection, warning, dispersal and hardening capabilities. But, given the unique character of passive defenses vis-à-vis the other TAD tasks, they deserve a separate treatment beyond the scope of this effort.
This chart takes the tasks down another level beyond what we will consider here in order to help the reader better understand the nature of the higher-level tasks on which we will focus. Again, even at this more specific level of detail, TAD tasks will not likely change dramatically by 2010.
In the future certain key functions must be performed to accomplish all necessary TAD tasks. The figure above illustrates an operational concept “thread” through the key functions for an active defense task. The functional processes and terminology is drawn from the Executive Agent’s “As-Is Architecture,” with corresponding numbering.

As noted previously, this operational concept description emphasizes the monitoring, assessing, and execution functions. It shows an end-to-end activity stream than ends in neutralizing the threat and evaluating the outcome. These seven functions will be used later in the briefing to characterize TAD BMC4I demands for each of the main tasks on the previous chart.
So far, we’ve identified what will likely be the same in TAD operations today and in 2010. However, there are two aspects of what we’ve discussed to this point that will likely change. The first is the relative importance of the four main TAD tasks. Relative and absolute investment levels in offensive and defensive operations may change. For example, in the NATO/Warsaw Pact standoff in Central Europe the emphasis was on passive defenses (concealment, MOPP gear, rapid runway repair, etc.) Now, with a shift in focus to MRCs, the emphasis has shifted to active defenses in order to better protect regional allies and U.S. forces and facilities (e.g., garrisons, ports and airfields).*

Changes in both threat technologies and systems, as well as changes in TAD technologies and systems, can also change the way we perform the seven functions on the previous chart. Functions might be aggregated or performed in parallel, with shifts in where and by whom they’re performed. For example, “observe battlespace” could be at a centralized command facility or it could be on proliferated sensor platforms such as UAVs.

* Changes in emphasis may also occur within defensive operations. For instance, we see an emerging debate between ballistic and cruise missile defense due to both threat developments and technological opportunities.
So, the bottom line is that the basic TAD operational framework (objectives, tasks and functions) will likely stay the same, but the details will change. We’ll next turn to a discussion of trends that will lead to changes in these details.
Our trend assessment will be decomposed into four main areas: 1) Strategic; 2) U.S. Operations; 3) Threat; and, 4) Technology. We’ll take each of these areas in turn in the next four charts.
The strategic TAD-related trends outlined above are high-level factors that will likely have a profound influence on TAD requirements and CONOPS, and hence on the TAD C2 architecture. They are relatively self explanatory. The overall strategic thrust is regional - from peacemaking/keeping and humanitarian aid (OOTW) to MRCs. In this regional context the U.S. will probably not act alone, but rather will join with allies and/or form ad hoc coalitions. Diminished forward presence will be necessitated by regional sensitivities and fiscal pressures.

The trends in this chart are not listed in any particular rank order of importance, but one strategic trend in particular deserves special mention: the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). WMD is in many ways an unfortunate aggregation of very dissimilar threats (chemical/radiological, biological and nuclear). The aggregation is unfortunate because the threats and responses to the individual WMD elements are likely to be quite different in their nature, scope and significance. These differences could have profoundly different effects, not just on TAD operations, but on our entire force structure, power projection strategy and warfighting tactics. For example, chemical threats are relatively easy to deal with by various means as compared with biological and nuclear threats. Chemical weapons have been an important consideration since World War I. The chemical threat in Desert Storm had very little effect on our operations (other than the nuisance of suiting up when Scuds were launched). On the other hand, even a handful of nuclear armed Scuds would be another matter. We might even decide that these threats must be suppressed before we could deploy major force elements to the theater.

The point of these examples is to suggest that WMD, particularly biological and nuclear weapons, could have a revolutionary effect on warfighting. But the nation has yet to address this complex counterproliferation problem adequately - and we certainly cannot either in this briefing. But a caveat is in order: this briefing’s evolutionary view of TAD as an overlay on “conventional” military operations may not be the appropriate paradigm in a future WMD threat environment. WMD may be a forcing function for revolutionary change - in fact, our commitment to TAD may be driven almost exclusively by emerging WMD threats. If so, a much broader consideration of TAD in the overall strategic context is certainly warranted.
The trends in U.S. operations and systems outlined above will likely have a profound influence on TAD architectures and CONOPS, and hence on the TAD C2 architecture. Again, these trends are in no particular rank order. The increased significance of the Navy’s littoral operations is natural given the global nature of our regional security concerns and decreasing day-to-day forward presence. Trends toward precision strike, stealth, persistent sensors will come together and enable decisive, high intensity operations with minimal friendly casualties and acceptable collateral damage. Stand-off weapons and low-density battlefields will help to mitigate the threats posed by enemy theater air and missile systems to U.S. forces.
The **threat** trends outlined above will likely have a profound influence on TAD requirements and CONOPS, and hence on the TAD C2 architecture.

Both quantitative (or existence) and qualitative threat trends are listed above. At this level, the most significant threat trend (aside from WMD, which we discussed at length in a previous chart) is the development and deployment of land attack cruise missiles.

But there is depth as well as breadth to our threat concerns. The depth concerns, which are not explicitly treated in this briefing, include what might be referred to as “responsive” countermeasures to future TAD CONOPS and systems (e.g., stealth). The threat world is not static - there will be a continuing action-reaction game played between the offense and defense. For our purposes these important threat considerations cannot be ignored but our treatment of them will obviously be superficial. Responsive threats could have a profound influence on TAD architectures and CONOPS. These detailed threat issues deserve much more careful consideration. For our purposes, however, it is sufficient to note that the effects would likely be an (at this point unknown) shift in the relative significance of the four tasks and seven functions, with an uncertain impact on overall TAD system effectiveness, but the general TAD vision we develop here should remain relevant.

---

**TAD-Related Trends**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Strategic</strong></th>
<th><strong>Threat</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Increased involvement in OOTW</td>
<td>– Widespread ballistic missile threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Increased availability of WMD</td>
<td>– Emergence of cruise missile and UAV threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Continued emphasis on coalition warfare</td>
<td>– Increased use of stealth techniques by enemy forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Diminished forward presence</td>
<td>– Increasingly capable threats (active missiles, countermeasures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Overall lower force structure and manning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>US Operations</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Increased naval littoral operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Increased use of stealth techniques by friendly forces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Advent of new US/Allied shooter systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Advent of persistent, UAV-based sensor systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The threat trends outlined above will likely have a profound influence on TAD requirements and CONOPS, and hence on the TAD C2 architecture.

Both quantitative (or existence) and qualitative threat trends are listed above. At this level, the most significant threat trend (aside from WMD, which we discussed at length in a previous chart) is the development and deployment of land attack cruise missiles.

But there is depth as well as breadth to our threat concerns. The depth concerns, which are not explicitly treated in this briefing, include what might be referred to as “responsive” countermeasures to future TAD CONOPS and systems (e.g., stealth). The threat world is not static - there will be a continuing action-reaction game played between the offense and defense. For our purposes these important threat considerations cannot be ignored but our treatment of them will obviously be superficial. Responsive threats could have a profound influence on TAD architectures and CONOPS. These detailed threat issues deserve much more careful consideration. For our purposes, however, it is sufficient to note that the effects would likely be an (at this point unknown) shift in the relative significance of the four tasks and seven functions, with an uncertain impact on overall TAD system effectiveness, but the general TAD vision we develop here should remain relevant.
The technology trends outlined above will likely have a profound influence on TAD systems and CONOPS, and hence on the TAD C2 architecture. The two we focused on have obvious relevance. Others we identified but chose not to list include more speculative enhancements in sensors and sensor processing (e.g., ATC/ATR), all-weather precision strike and improvements in hard/buried target kill. These are important, but less so for TAD C2 than the likely advances in computers/displays and communications that have been forecast.
Probably, as discussed earlier, the most significant challenge to future TAD systems will be the proliferation of WMD. It is likely that future TAD systems will be challenged to eliminate this WMD Sword of Damocles - the earlier, the better.

Increasingly, there is little tolerance for casualties of any sort, either U.S., allied, or even enemy, especially in OOTW. There is consequently likely to be very little tolerance for leakage. Unfortunately, as leakage tolerance decreases, increasingly sophisticated threats may increase the likelihood of leakage.

There is another side to the leakage issue which further stresses TAD systems. In our quest to eliminate leakage, we cannot cause unacceptable levels of collateral damage and fratricide.
The increasingly stressful requirements on the previous chart must be met despite the technical and operational challenges shown on this chart. The development of a theater-wide air picture is obviously made more difficult with the proliferation of increasingly stealthy platforms (U.S., allied and enemy) in ad hoc coalition warfare (due to poor system interoperability and limitations in peace-time training and exercises). Reduced tolerance for mistakes will tend to increase the command level at which engagement decisions are made. Finally, it is likely that there will be increasing competition for limited TAD systems in this very stressful environment, which will increase demands for efficient TAD system allocation and operations.

Fortunately, there are information processing and communications advances that should enable us to better meet these challenges.

---

### Trends Lead to New Future Environment For TAD Operations (2 of 2)

- Increased difficulty in developing a theater-wide air picture
  - Continued emphasis on coalition warfare
  - Increased use of stealth by friendly forces
  - Increased use of stealth by enemy forces

- Increased reluctance to delegate engagement authority
  - Increased involvement in OOTW
  - Continued emphasis on coalition warfare
  - Overall lower force structure and manning

- Increasing demands for efficient asset allocation
  - Overall lower force structure and manning
  - Increased naval littoral operations
  - Advent of new US/Allied shooter systems
  - Advent of persistent, UAV-based sensor systems
  - Emergence of cruise missile and UAV threats

- Decreased importance of physical location of command and control operations
  - Advances in off-the-shelf processing and displays
  - Multiple means for secure, high-bandwidth communications
In summary, the general trends from the previous charts can be directly related to TAD-specific challenges and opportunities shown in the box on the right. These challenges and opportunities constitute a new future operating environment for theater air and missile defenses, one that will require new approaches and solutions.
We now turn to an assessment of how these trends in TAD requirements will influence future BMC4I demands and CONOPS.
We have adopted a matrix methodology to derive and display future TAD BMC4I demands. The entries in the boxes of the matrix shown in the lower left identify how the functions are performed to accomplish the tasks, and the interconnecting arrows show information flow.

In the next section of this briefing we will develop these matrices. As we do this, our emphasis will be on real-time operations and C2 versus deliberate planning and execution systems as exemplified by the ATO process. This real-time versus deliberate distinction is not strict (some matrices will allude to deliberate planning, particularly for attack operations against fixed infrastructure) but it reflects our judgments that:

1. Deliberate planning processes are well understood and executed - there will be evolutionary changes by 2010 but no major shift in vision.

2. The most stressing and increasingly important TAD C2 issues will be near real-time, consequently that is where we should focus our attention in this search for a 2010 vision.
This is as an example of how the methodology will be applied. It was chosen because attack operations is a natural place to start and because the processes are rather well understood, although it has has a more deliberate flavor than what will follow. The example introduces the shorthand entries in the boxes, information flow arrows and a color coding to distinguish between the four types of processes involved: 1) fusion; 2) allocation; 3) combat ID; and, 4) dissemination.

We will walk through this example carefully as an aid to the reader in interpreting (and revising, as appropriate) the more detailed matrices that follow. Our words and interpretations of these matrices should be considered a first cut guide to help stimulate and focus the community’s debate on these processes. At this point in their development we obviously believe they have some value (viz., the trends and 1st-order vision that results seem reasonable), but refinement is clearly called for.

The task in this example is to destroy the fixed theater missile infrastructure (R&D, factories, garrisons, shelters, C3I, ...). The first key function is to **observe** the battlespace. This is sometimes referred to as “intelligence preparation of the battlefield” (IPB) and involves multiple sensors and processing that may extend from normal peacetime collection through active hostilities. IPB answers questions such as: what is the enemy missile order-of-battle, how might he operate his forces, what signatures are associated with his systems, etc. The **evaluation** process then assigns target priorities, damage criterion, and weapon requirements (type, designated mean impact points (DMPIs), etc.) We have characterized the “observe and evaluate functions” as fusion processes - the key to success is effective merging of diverse data sources.

The **control** function in this example is really an allocation process - the air tasking order (ATO) process captures these functions.

The shooters must then **acquire** their assigned targets, **validate** them (to minimize collateral damage and fratricide), and **neutralize** them by delivering ordinance. Finally, on and off-board sensors gather information to **evaluate** bomb damage assessment (BDA), which **feeds back** into the evaluation task.
Offensive operations will become increasingly important because of the environmental forcing functions identified in the box on the left. And, improvements in secure communications and processing will give us increasing flexibility over the “how and where” of C2 for these offensive operations.

The analysis of TAD BMC4I to support offensive operations, as described in the two charts to follow, center on fusion and allocation. Fusion will be increasingly critical in TAD offensive operations to exploit all information sources to find hidden and/or mobile targets. It is obvious that the more information that can be used in any TAD operation, the better. But, beyond this truism, there are less obvious cases in which fusion is not only valuable, but also essential.

Allocation concerns reflect the emergence and proliferation of specialized sensor platform such as UAVs which, as with JSTARS in the Gulf War, may serve multiple masters and needs (e.g., intelligence, reconnaissance, surveillance, targeting, BDA). TAD offensive operations themselves will involve critical sensor allocation decisions (e.g., area coverage, response to cueing, search and ID, etc.). How will these allocation decisions, many likely to require real-time action, be managed?
The objective of pre-launch offensive operations (also called attack operations) is to deny the enemy the ability to launch missiles and aircraft. The tasks that are required accomplish this objective are typically divided into the three shown across the top of this chart. This task breakdown is useful because while the tasks are interrelated, they have distinct systems and operational elements. The first task is the destruction of the fixed infrastructure. This includes R&D and production facilities, garrisons, airfields and fixed launchers and command and control facilities. Attacks on these targets will cap the threat and reduce sortie/salvo rates. The next task is to destroy the mobile support systems deployed to the field. These missile-related targets include maintenance, fueling and re-supply vehicles, reload missiles and warheads, crews, command and control vehicles, and transporter, erector, launchers (TELs) in their field hides. For manned aircraft threats these targets are associated with operations from austere dispersal airfields (e.g., grass fields, highways). The final pre-launch attack operations task is killing mobile “short dwell” targets such as TELs and cruise missile launchers as they are exposed just prior to launch.

There is a natural order to these tasks. Intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB) is shorthand for all the intelligence collection and analyses that goes on pre-war to assess the nature of the threat and identify targets. In addition to characterizing the fixed infrastructure and enemy order-of-battle, IPB attempts to assess the enemy’s strategy and doctrine and operational concepts which is useful in focusing the search for mobile systems deployed into the field.

Fixed TAD targets are prioritized and targeted just as are other strategic targets. Obviously, facilities such as WMD production and storage sites have a high priority, while less immediate threats such as R&D facilities have a lower priority. Attack plans are generated in the Air Tasking Order (ATO) and executed by the Service components.

Once the enemy has dispersed to field hides, the task becomes one of “seek and destroy.” The seeking part involves observing the deployment areas to look for traffic patterns and other clues that can help localize, detect, identify and keep track of the mobile systems. Since the sensors that can help provide this information are multi-mission (e.g., JSTARS), there are sensor allocation processes to be resolved. The various intelligence and surveillance sources must be combined with models of the enemy’s operations and clutter sources (e.g., commercial road traffic, other military maneuvers) to find likely targets. This is a boot-strap process that requires fusion and analysis of the multi-spectral sources to increase the probability of target detection while simultaneously minimizing false alarms which waste time and resources. Wide-area sensors develop contacts that must be refined by a higher resolution spot-light sensors which support the tasking of shooters. The shooters must then acquire the targets and deliver their weapons, often with tight time constraints. These shooters will be tasked in the ATO but their specific mobile targets will be developed during their mission and will be executed via “immediate” re-direction.

The attacks are conducted according to the rules-of-engagement, which might, for example, require the pilots to positively identify the targets based on their own sensors (rather than attacking coordinates). Finally, the results of these strikes are assessed and follow-up actions are planned. Timely bomb damage assessment (BDA) is both difficult and important. The BDA from pilot reports and gun camera records usually is augmented with independent off-board sources.
Post-launch attack operations are treated as a separate case from pre-launch attack operations for ballistic missile threats for one very compelling reason: The missile launch signature is promptly and unequivocally detected by wide-area sensors such as DSP. TELs may get lost in hides or ground clutter, but missile launches stand out clearly. Therefore, missile launches can be used to focus attack operations. The problem, of course, is that the missile launches that start this process have been successful - they were not denied by pre-launch attack operations. These successful launches become a problem for the active and passive defenses. Post-launch attack operations attempt to limit subsequent launches. This is done by using IPB data and surveillance data fused with the known launch points to allocate sensors and shooters in near-real time to help find and keep track of the TELs, reload missiles and other support equipment in the field, which can then be attacked and destroyed at a time of our choosing.

The first real-time task is to localize the TEL that just launched the missile. This is done by backtracking the launch track to the launch point. Sensors and/or shooters can then be directed to this launch area to attempt to detect and identify the TEL. The ability to do this depends on how quickly the area can be searched and whether or not the TEL is moving or has reached a hide the sensors cannot penetrate. Since the TEL will attempt to flee the launch site and hide from searchers time is of the essence, which means sensors and shooters have to be tasked quickly and respond in minutes.

Once a TEL has been found, the decision has to be made to attack it immediately or attempt to follow it to its hide or re-supply point, which could provide much more lucrative targets (e.g., stores of reload missiles and warheads). This decision will depend on an assessment of the risks of losing track of the TEL in transit.

Once the TEL reaches a hide or re-supply cache, this site can be attacked or monitored in the hopes that traffic patterns will help locate even more lucrative targets. If monitoring detects that reloaded TELs are about to launch, then presumably these TELs would be attacked (resulting in a pre-launch kill enabled by post-launch attack operations).

As TELs are attritted, the enemy’s launch rate will decline up to the point where all the TELs have been killed or disabled. At this point all unfired missiles are grounded - their launches have been denied by post-launch attack operations.
The factors in the box on the left summarize both the need for and opportunities to enhance active air and missile defense operations. The key BMC4I questions that must be addressed are listed on the right. These will be further developed in the matrices in the next two charts.

In thinking about the emerging threat environment and U.S./coalition TAD operations and systems, it is clear that both the need and opportunity exist for much better situational awareness at all command levels. A key element is the real-time air picture which should be able to show the ID, status and track for all aerospace objects, friend, foe and neutral. This air picture, if feasible, will also go a long ways toward solving the pressing combat ID (IFFN) problems that limit defense effectiveness.

Finally, with a proliferation of threats and defense assets (some of which such as interceptor aircraft and SAMs are multi-mission capable), allocation issues, including real-time direction, must be addressed.
Those ballistic missiles that are successfully launched despite aggressive offensive actions must be negated by the combined effects of active and passive defenses. There are three distinct ballistic missile flight regimes in which intercept can occur. Boost/ascent phase intercept occurs in early flight while the motor is burning or shortly after burn-out but before payload deployment. Mid-course intercept occurs during the missile’s ballistic flight in the near vacuum of space. Finally, terminal intercept occurs as the missile passes back through the atmosphere as it approaches its target.

The earlier the defense can get a shot at a threat missile the better. If early shots miss, the defense might have time and battlespace for another shot. If the defense destroys the missile during boost, the debris will fall short of its target and fractionated payloads will not saturate later defense layers. Of course, missiles or lasers capable of destroying a missile in its first minute or two of flight have to be near the launch point, which could be deep in enemy territory. So, the defense must work to increase its intercept range, and hence stand-off potential, or it must be able to operate over hostile territory (e.g., after air supremacy has been achieved). Mid-course intercept involves predictable flight dynamics (Kepler) and the best operating environment for IR hit-to-kill sensors, but the potential to deploy credible exo-penails may give the offense the advantage over the defense in mid-course. Finally, the terminal defenses must operate within the atmosphere, which exacerbates some problems (e.g., sensor window heating) and mitigates others (e.g., simple exo-penails that cannot survive reentry). And, of course, if the terminal defenses miss, passive defenses are the last hope to limit damage.

Boost/ascent-phase intercept platforms will benefit from as much IPB as possible. If, through fusion of multiple sources, the enemy’s launch areas can be localized, the defense platforms can be deployed to maximize their intercept potential while minimizing risks to the defense platforms. The boost/ascent defense system may have separate platforms for sensors and shooters or the sensors and intercept systems may be integrated on relatively autonomous platforms (e.g., long endurance UAVs). Kill assessment should not be too difficult and will be performed by the defense.

Since the next phase of a threat missile’s flight is mid-course, the mid-course defenses should receive cueing information from the boost/ascent system (if any) and/or the launch detection systems such as DSP. Cueing will extend the defense’s battlespace by letting its search radars acquire the threats earlier. The most worrisome mid-course defense issue is discrimination - which object is the warhead? The discrimination problem can be exacerbated by the offense (e.g., decoys, jammers, fragmented tanks) and the boost/ascent phase defense (imperfect kill assessment and debris from ascent-phase engagements). If multiple systems have overlapping footprints, they must be allocated specific threats to negate.

Finally, the results of these upper-tier engagements filter down to the terminal defenses. Again, the terminal systems benefit from cueing and threat thinning by the earlier defense activities, and, fortunately, the atmosphere will likely help strip out much of the debris and simple penails so that the warheads will be less difficult to discriminate from other junk reentering in the threat cloud.

In each defense regime there is a theoretical benefit from engaging the threats in a sequentially shoot-look-shoot tactic rather than a salvo of interceptors if there is both time and kill assessment potential. The benefit is not reduced leakage for an individual threat missile, but rather reduced interceptor expenditures, which could be significant if saturation threats were worrisome.
As with defenses against ballistic missiles, defenses against manned aircraft and cruise missile start forward over enemy territory and have distinct intercept regimes as the threats approach their targets. The current emphasis on forward fighter sweeps reflects the superiority of U.S. equipment and pilots - if the enemy flies, he dies, often very near the airfield he just took off from. Defensive counter-air (DCA) is a hold-over from the NATO/Warsaw Pact scenarios in which defensive barriers of CAP interceptor aircraft were planned to blunt massive raids of Warsaw Pact aircraft. Forward area air defenses are mobile SAMs and AAA that are deployed with the maneuver groups to protect the troops. These defenses are predominantly shoulder fired SAMs and short range vehicle mounted missiles and guns such as Avenger. The rear area defenses are longer range SAMs such as Patriot, Hawk, and Aegis/Standard Missile. These are deployed to protect specific target areas such as ports, airfield, depots, garrisons, and cities.

Forward fighter sweeps are conducted against known threat corridors associated with airfields and cruise missile deployment areas. The IPB identifies these areas and the enemy’s air order-of-battle. The fighters are typically vectored to threat aircraft and missiles by surveillance platforms such as AWACS. Intercepts are conducted following the rules of engagement. Identification of friend, foe of neutral (IFFN), is performed by cooperative (e.g., transponders) and non-cooperative (e.g., radar signature) means.

Defensive counter-air operations are similar, but are conducted as a barrier operation rather than a sweep. Forward area air defenses are the ground based air defenses that protect front line troops. Fortunately, fixed wing manned aircraft threats are expected to be suppressed by the forward air operations but future threats could change this (e.g., stealthy cruise missiles). Additionally, the ground forces must be concerned with rotary-wing air threats that interceptor aircraft cannot effectively suppress.

Since there are friendly aircraft transiting to/from their rear airfields and enemy territory, there is a fratricide concern associated with forward area defenses. Typically, these concerns are addressed by airspace controls and restrictive RoEs (e.g., visual ID by Stinger crews).

The rear area defenses have similar fratricide issues and mechanisms to deal with them. As emerging threats such as stealthy land attack cruise missiles emerge, the IFFN and SAM effectiveness issues will be addressed by improved situational awareness provided by CEC-like systems.
Finally, for the reasons listed in the box, we believe there will be a heightened need for more flexible TAD operational C2 solutions in the future. Air operations in Bosnia are just one example of OOTW that may increasingly stress C2 capabilities. As the technology allows ever greater centralized control operations will be rapidly adapted to unique circumstances. How can this type of operational flexibility best be incorporated in TAD operations circa 2010?
In the next few charts we’ll outline our 2010 TAD vision. It has been derived by organizing and prioritizing the preceding materials. The vision is just that: it is our view of the future. Others, who may approach the problem from a different perspective may see things differently. Our hope, however, is that the thought process and methodology behind our vision is helpful in advancing reasonable TAD solutions to accepted strategic and tactical goals. This (hopefully) clear linkage between goals and objectives and TAD CONOPS and BMC4I systems may be the principal value of this work. This vision is, at best, a beginning, but it does provide a framework for addressing contemporary issues such as the proper role for CEC-like systems, cruise missile threat implications and balanced TAD architectures to address emerging WMD problems.
In our 2010 TAD vision there will be a **centralized joint fusion center** to enable much more effective offensive operations against short dwell threats such as missile TELs. We envision a highly centralized, manpower intensive facility (location may be unimportant). Its purpose is to take *all* relevant information and provide a threat picture to other decision makers who will allocate and direct sensors and shooters (which will provide additional data for the fusion center). A centralized, manpower-intensive facility appears necessary to exploit the synergistic and serendipitous nature of successful fusion activities- no purely computational function will meet TAD needs by 2010.

The diagram in the lower right illustrates a fusion concept utilizing moving target indicator (MTI) radars and synthetic aperture radars (SAR) for target imaging. The concept, of course applies to other imaging sensors as well. Intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB), MTI and SAR data are fused. As usually defined, IPB involves preparing databases describing fixed targets, terrain, backgrounds, road networks, and so on. We include the development, prior to the conflict, of a “suspicious object” database. Clutter and non-target vehicles that appear to be similar to TELs are scrutinized, to the extent possible, at high resolution from multiple aspects and with multi-spectral sensors. Pertinent assessment information - such as location, history, and signature characteristics - is recorded for each object.

After the conflict begins, MTI radars attempt to track all moving vehicles in the suspected operating area and to determine when a vehicle stops. Terrain data are used to help distinguish between a vehicle stopping and a track dropout due to a line-of-sight blockage. When a vehicle stop is declared, a high-resolution SAR images the area. The SAR data, the vehicle’s track file, and information from the suspicious object database are fused in an ATR process. If the object passes the ATR, it is passed to a weapon-release authority. If not, its information is added to the suspicious object database.
Our 2010 vision includes a single, **real-time fused air picture** that all force elements can access and update. The idea is simple and appealing - the detailed implementation, of course, may not be so simple. The potential value is obvious, but what causes us to believe it is a reasonable vision for as early as 2010?

The answer is that a full suite of enabling technologies is maturing. These technologies and systems include: GPS; global broadcast system; JTIDS; CEC; computers, track algorithms and displays; and, LPI satellite communications. Although we mention CEC, the air picture we envision would not necessarily contain fire control quality data (except, possibly in local sub-nets).

The pieces clearly will exist in 2010 - the issue is can we use them to develop an affordable and robust air picture architecture?
The 2010 vision on this slide is of a truly integrated joint air and missile defense operation. Defense assets would be allocated optimally from the theater commander’s perspective and real-time engagement control would minimize leakage against uncertain threat objectives and tactics. Appropriate command levels would automatically be tasked and enabled depending on the threat and (possibly changing) defense missions and priorities (e.g., preferential defenses).

This vision can be thought of as a “super CEC-like.” Note that we’re not talking about CEC, per se, (which is a specific hardware and software system) but rather a situation in which every platform contributes to the maximum theoretical extent possible in a synergistic blend of information and control with all other platforms. Each defense system has the information it can use from all other sources and the integrated set of defense systems can engage threats optimally from the integrated, vice autonomous, perspective. This will maximize battle space and engagement opportunities (shots), and minimize leakage and interceptor expenditures.

As an example of what might happen under attack, an Aegis ship might focus its defenses against threats to land targets while land based defenses are tasked with simultaneously providing the first line of defense for the Naval battle group.
This element of the 2010 vision is a critical one for addressing the local IFFN problem and the global air picture problem. It simply notes that low probability of intercept (LPI) communications links through satellites, when coupled with GPS position data, ought to enable the U.S. to keep accurate track of all U.S. aircraft, even stealthy ones.
The elements of this vision should not be constrained by communications links. In 2010 (and 2003) multiple means of secure, high-bandwidth comms (military and commercial) will be available in most conceivable theaters, enabling a tailorable “on-demand” comm system for most conceivable needs given reasonable prior planning.
Final Thoughts and Caveats

- **This vision deals with the major issues facing future TAD BMC4I**
  - Fusion, Allocation, Combat ID, Dissemination

- **However, this vision is strongly evolutionary in nature**
  - Can be viewed as the logical extension of current efforts
  - Are more revolutionary visions feasible?

- **This vision also assumes that TAD operations maintain a consistent relationship to the theater campaign**
  - Will WMD cause changes in power projection doctrine and strategy?
  - Will allocation of dollars shift between TAD and other force elements?

We have focused our vision on the few critical issues facing future TAD BMC4I. We have attempted to support this particular focus with a strategies-to-tasks and process assessments consistent with general technology trends (as opposed to specific systems concepts).

However, we recognize that our vision is very evolutionary - even “conventional” - in its assumptions, scope and analytic approach. We believe this is appropriate but we also recognize that there are threat forces (e.g., WMD) that could force much more revolutionary changes in the way the U.S. conducts military operations - to include TAD.

This brings us to the final caveat on this chart: The vision we developed has implicit assumptions about the future force mix and investment levels in TAD relative to other force elements. As a U.S. national strategy for countering the proliferation of WMD is developed the force structure assumptions could be violated - the resulting TAD missions, CONOPS and systems could take on a very different character from this evolutionary 2010 vision. For example, the current emphasis on theater missile defense (TMD) versus national missile defense (NMD) could shift 180 degrees, with increasing investments and NMD and decreasing investments in TMD, if U.S. power projection strategy increasingly emphasizes stand-off systems (e.g., bombers, satellites) to minimize friendly exposure to WMD threats.